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Abstract: Although desertification has greatly increased across the Mongolian Plateau during the last
decades of the 20th century, recent satellite records documented increasing vegetation growth since
the 21st century in some areas of the Mongolian Plateau. Compared to the study of desertification,
the opposite characteristics of land use and vegetation cover changes and their different effects
on regional land–atmosphere interaction factors still lack enough attention across this vulnerable
region. Using long-term time-series multi-source satellite records and regional climate model, this
study investigated the climate feedback to the observed land surface changes from the 1990s to
the 2010s in the Mongolia Plateau. Model simulation suggests that vegetation greening induced
a local cooling effect, while the warming effect is mainly located in the vegetation degradation
area. For the typical vegetation greening area in the southeast of Inner Mongolia, latent heat flux
increased over 2 W/m2 along with the decrease of sensible heat flux over 2 W/m2, resulting in a total
evapotranspiration increase by 0.1~0.2 mm/d and soil moisture decreased by 0.01~0.03 mm/d. For
the typical vegetation degradation area in the east of Mongolia and mid-east of Inner Mongolia, the
latent heat flux decreased over 2 W/m2 along with the increase of sensible heat flux over 2 W/m2

obviously, while changes in moisture cycling were spatially more associated with variations of
precipitation. It means that precipitation still plays an important role in soil moisture for most
areas, and some areas would be at potential risk of drought with the asynchronous increase of
evapotranspiration and precipitation.

Keywords: land surface changes; thermal and moisture feedback; remote sensing; Weather Research
and Forecasting (WRF); Mongolia Plateau

1. Introduction

Land surface changes regulate local/regional weather and climate by directly modify-
ing the surface radiation budget and the exchanges of heat, water, and momentum [1,2].
Remote sensing-based parameters, including the normalized difference vegetation index
(NDVI), leaf area index (LAI), green vegetation fraction (GVF), albedo, etc., are used to
characterize changes in land surface properties with detailed dynamics and regional differ-
ences [3–6]. Generally, these changes are closely connected with climate changes or/and
human-induced land use changes [7–9], such as deforestation, desertification, surface green-
ing, etc., which provide opportunities to comprehensively explore the regional differences
of land–atmosphere interactions.

In vulnerable arid and semi-arid areas, vegetation degradation was highly sensible
to drought [10–15] and socio-economic disturbance [16]. When the ability of vegetation
restoration is out-balanced, typical desertification emerged with significant changes of
ecosystem functions, and land surface properties [17]. Through the land–atmosphere
interactions, the effects of desertification on regional climate have also attracted extensive
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attention [18–21]. Some studies revealed the biogeophysical mechanisms of climate process
and pattern changes in response to desertification or vegetation degradation. Although
it was controversial, Charney postulated a biogeophysical feedback mechanism for the
vegetative cover of the semiarid regions [22], which has important influences on theoretical
studies of vegetation–climate feedback [23]. Research by Zhang et al. [24] also indicated that
land surface degradation over the transitional zone in northern China and its surrounding
areas could be one of the main causes responsible for the climate anomalies over China,
especially the drought over northern China. However, Rotenberg and Yakir [25] discovered
that desertification over the past several decades contributed to negative radiative forcing
at the Earth’s surface equivalent to approximately 20% of the global anthropogenic CO2
effect over the same period, moderating warming trends. These studies contributed to the
comprehensive understanding of the impacts of desertification on radiative forcing and
hydrothermal processes related to climate change.

In contrast to desertification, land surface greening due to vegetation restoration also
changed land surface properties and brought opposite effects on regional climate basically,
which has also been widely concerned in recent years [26,27]. Based on observation
and numerical simulation, some studies indicated that vegetation restoration in semiarid
northern China has an overall cooling effect [28,29]. However, several studies suggested
that, due to the overwhelming impact of enhanced net radiation, vegetation restoration may
result in atmospheric warming effects in the arid and semiarid regions [30,31]. Compared
with temperature, the influence of vegetation restoration on the moisture cycle was more
important and still controversial, especially in semiarid areas. A study by Zhu et al. [32]
in a semiarid basin indicated that vegetation restoration induced a significant decrease
in the drought index and more precipitation participated in the soil water–groundwater
cycle. Some studies suggest that extensive vegetation restoration may lead to severe
water resource scarcity due to the enhanced evapotranspiration (ET) [33,34]. These results
indicated that the effects of vegetation restoration on the local hydrothermal process and
regional climate remain unclear.

Mongolian Plateau, located in the hinterland of temperate Asia with an arid and semi-
arid temperate continental climate, spans Inner Mongolia of China and Mongolia. It has
experienced significant land degradation or desertification over the past few decades [35].
Based on regional climate models, several researchers analyzed the interactions between
vegetation degradated land and atmosphere over this area. Xue [21] identified that the de-
sertification over Mongolia and Inner Mongolia had a significant influence on the simulated
regional climate, water balance, and surface energy balance. Chen et al. [19] also simulated
and analyzed the potential impacts of vegetation degradation on regional climate over
arid and semi-arid regions of China using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)
regional climate model [36]. These results indicated that grassland degradation in arid and
semi-arid areas may lead to increased temperature and reduced precipitation. To restore
damaged ecosystems, large-scale ecological protection programs such as the “Grain to
Green Program” were established in China, and significant landscape greening is emerging
in the Chinese side of the Mongolian Plateau since 2000 [37–39]. Meanwhile, vegetation
degradation and vegetation restoration coexist currently over the Mongolian Plateau. Veg-
etation change and its effect on climate have the features of spatial heterogeneity and
difference, especially between Inner Mongolia of China and Mongolia. However, related
research was still inadequate in this area.

Therefore, the major objective of this study was to explore regional processes and
patterns in the effects of land surface change on climate over the Mongolian Plateau. Firstly,
using long-term time-series satellite records, we analyzed land use/land cover and LAI
changes during the growing season to reveal characteristics of land surface change from
the 1990s to the 2010s. Secondly, based on the regional climate model coupled with a
land surface model, effects of land surface change on the regional climate process were
simulated, and regional patterns of critical hydrothermal factors were analyzed, including
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temperature, surface energy budget, and moisture cycling. Finally, regional characteristics
and biophysical mechanisms over the arid and semiarid Mongolian Plateau are discussed.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

The study area is located in the East Asian inland plateau, including Inner Mongolia
of China and Mongolia, and extending from about 37◦46′–53◦08′E, 87◦40′–122◦15′E, with a
total area of about 2.75 × 108 hm2 [40] (Figure 1). The terrain in this area is high in the west
and low in the east, with an average elevation of 1580 m. This area has a hyper-continental
climate, with most rainfall concentrated in summer, and cold, long, and less precipitation
in winter. The plateau’s vegetation is dominated by deserts and steppes, with the growing
season from May to September. This region is a transition zone from the semi-humid area
in the north and east to the semi-arid and arid area in the southwest.
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In the past 30 years, negative and positive socio-economic activities jointly affected
the land surface of this area, with increasing human population, livestock overgrazing,
coal and mineral mining, rapid urbanization, and ecological protection behavior [39,40].
Meanwhile, the climate has become warmer and drier since the mid-1990s [40,41]. Typically,
it is sensitive to natural climate changes and anthropogenic influences.

2.2. Data and Processing

The datasets used in this paper include satellite-observed land surface data, reanalysis
data, and meteorological data (Table 1).
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Table 1. Data source.

Category Data Spatial Resolution Periods Data Source

Land surface data
(Two scenarios)

LULC 300 m 1992, 2018
Climate Change Initiative (CCI) of European Space
Agency (ESA) (https://www.esa-landcover-cci.org/

(accessed on 25 June 2021))

LAI 0.05◦ 1990–1999 *,
2010–2018 *

Global Land Surface Satellite (GLASS)
(http://www.glass.umd.edu/

(accessed on 25 June 2021))

Albedo 0.1◦ 1990–1999 *,
2010–2018 *

ERA5-land (https://doi.org/10.24381/cds.68d2bb30
(accessed on 25 June 2021))

Model driving
data

ERA5 reanalysis
dataset 0.25◦ 2010–2018

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF)

(https://doi.org/10.24381/cds.bd0915c6/
(accessed on 25 June 2021))

Model validation
data

Observed
meteorological data - 2011–2018

China Meteorological Administration (CMA)
(http://data.cma.cn/en

(accessed on 25 June 2021)) & the Mongolian
Academy of Sciences

* Multi-year monthly mean values in growing season.

The Land Use and Land Cover (LULC) data of the study area were derived from the
Climate Change Initiative (CCI) LULC dataset developed by the European Space Agency.
LULC data were first converted to the United States Geological Survey (USGS) LULC
classification system and then resampled to a 1 km resolution (Figure 1). Then, the land
use fraction and major land use types were calculated at a model resolution of 20 km.

LAI and surface albedo were used to characterize vegetation coverage in this study [42].
The LAI is related to photosynthesis, canopy resistance, vegetation canopy transpiration,
and CO2 exchange. Albedo represents the optical characteristics of the land surface and is
the critical parameter controlling the net solar shortwave radiation. LAI data were obtained
from the Global Land Surface Satellite (GLASS) products (http://www.glass.umd.edu/
(accessed on 25 June 2021)). The surface albedo data were obtained from the ERA5-
land monthly dataset (https://doi.org/10.24381/cds.68d2bb30 (accessed on 25 June 2021))
instead of the GLASS albedo products because the latter overestimated the surface albedo
during the growing season based on our previous studies [43]. ERA5-Land surface albedo
used a climatological background albedo, which was calculated based on the Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) observed values, and was modified by the
H-TESSEL land surface model over water, ice, and snow [44]. We averaged LAI and albedo
data into monthly means for the periods from 1990 to 2018. Then, they were resampled to
the model resolution based on bilinear interpolation.

The climate model driven data in this study are the ERA5 reanalysis dataset, provided
by European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) (https://doi.org/10
.24381/cds.bd0915c6/ (accessed on 25 June 2021)). This dataset includes a large number
of atmospheric, land, and oceanic climate variables with a six-hour temporal resolution,
0.25◦ × 0.25◦ horizontal resolution, and atmospheric parameters at 37 pressure levels. The
ERA5 reanalysis dataset could provide initial conditions and boundary field for dynamic
downscaling of the regional climate model.

The meteorological observations, including monthly mean 2 m air temperature (T2)
and precipitation of 2011–2018, were used to verify the performance of land–atmosphere
interactions from the regional climate model. The stations in China were obtained from
the China Meteorological Administration (CMA) (http://data.cma.cn/en (accessed on 25
June 2021)), and the stations in Mongolia were collected from the Mongolian Academy of
Sciences. The meteorological observation data were interpolated to the model resolutions
based on the ANUSPLIN [45].

2.3. Model Configuration and Simulation

In this study, the Advanced Research WRF (ARW) model (version 4.2) was used
to simulate regional climate patterns and process in response to land surface changes.

https://www.esa-landcover-cci.org/
http://www.glass.umd.edu/
https://doi.org/10.24381/cds.68d2bb30
https://doi.org/10.24381/cds.bd0915c6/
http://data.cma.cn/en
http://www.glass.umd.edu/
https://doi.org/10.24381/cds.68d2bb30
https://doi.org/10.24381/cds.bd0915c6/
https://doi.org/10.24381/cds.bd0915c6/
http://data.cma.cn/en
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With flexible parameterization schemes and horizontal resolutions, the state-of-the-art
WRF model has been widely applied in regional climate change studies [46] and land–
atmosphere interaction research [19,29,47]. Simulations were performed using one domain
(D01) with a resolution of 20 km × 20 km. The D01 was centered at 107◦E, 45◦N (Figure 1),
and contained 200 grids in the east-west direction, 200 grids in the north-south direction,
and 32 levels vertically.

In the WRF model, the USGS 24-category Land Use Classification System was selected
to describe the land use pattern of the study area (Figure 1). We also selected the WRF
Single-Moment (WSM) 3-class scheme [48], the Community Atmospheric Model (CAM3)
scheme [49], the Yonsei University planetary boundary layer scheme [50], the multi-scale
Kain–Fritsch scheme [51], and Noah-MP Land Surface Model [52] as the microphysics,
radiation, planetary boundary layer, cumulus parameterization, and land-surface, respec-
tively. These physical schemes were proved to reproduce well the spatial variability of
climate factors of Northeast Asia based on our previous studies [43,53]. They are also
basically consistent with the schemes of Chen et al. [19] with a similar study area except
for a different land surface model and version of microphysics. Particularly, the Noah-MP
Land Surface Model was used to distinguish the energy, momentum, and moisture ex-
change between the land surface and the atmosphere [52]. The parameterization schemes
of Noah-MP in this study were input LAI, calculated vegetation fraction, and other default
options, including the Ball–Berry stomatal resistance scheme [54], the Monin–Obukhov
surface layer drag coefficient calculation scheme [55], the Noah soil moisture factor for
stomatal resistance [56], the two-stream radiative transfer applied to the vegetated fraction
scheme [57], and the Canadian Land Surface Scheme [58].

Two sets of experiments were simulated in the WRF model to conduct a sensitivity anal-
ysis: the SL1990s scenario and the SL2010s scenario. The SL1990s scenario used 1990–1999
10-year monthly mean LAI and albedo to characterize the past land surface properties
(Table 1). The SL2010s scenario used 2010–2018 9-year monthly mean LAI and albedo to
characterize the recent land surface properties. The land surface revisions between the
two scenarios were only for the grids in the study area. Both scenarios shared the same
initial/lateral boundaries from 1 July 2010 to 31 December 2018, and the same physical
parameterization schemes above. With the same periods of land surface data and ini-
tial/lateral boundaries data, simulation results of the SL2010s scenario were validated
based on meteorological observations to assess the performance of the model schemes. Un-
der the same climate background, the simulation differences between the SL1990s scenario
and the SL2010s scenario were calculated to investigate regional climate variations caused
by land surface changes without influences of background climate changes. In light of the
regional climate and vegetation characteristics, as well as model spin-up, data from May to
September in the growing season of 2011–2018 were used for analysis.

3. Results
3.1. Land Surface Changes from 1992 to 2018

Land use and land cover changes were the most notable feature of vegetation dynamics
in this region. Based on the CCI LULC data, land cover conversion of the study area
from 1992 to 2018 was analyzed first (Figure S1). The increase of grassland was the most
important characteristic during this period. The area of grassland increased by 53,153 km2,
72.5% of which was attributed to the conversion from barren or sparsely vegetated land.
This process mainly laid outside the north, east, and south edge of the southwestern present
barren or sparsely vegetated area of the study area. The area of cropland also increased
greatly by 23,078 km2, 54.3% and 35.8% of which were converted from grassland, and
barren or sparsely vegetated land, respectively. However, 15,670 km2 of barren or sparsely
vegetated land was transformed from other lands, including 75.9% of grassland. On the
whole, the area of grassland and cropland has increased by 2.48% and 8.55%, respectively,
while the area of barren or sparsely vegetated land has reduced by 2.34%. These results
show that large areas of barren or sparsely vegetated lands have been revegetated due to
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anthropogenic agricultural activities or climate changes, meanwhile, vegetation destruction
also appeared locally.

In addition to significant LULC conversion, vegetation change can also be proved
by the trend of vegetation degradation or vegetation greening without changes in land
cover/use type. So, variations in LAI were used to evaluate ensemble vegetation change
over the study area. These variations were expressed by the difference in the growing
season (May to September) averaged LAIs between the 1990s and the 2010s to reduce the
impact of climate fluctuations, as shown in Figure 2.
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There was an obvious spatial difference in LAI changes over this region from the 1990s
to the 2010s. In Mongolia, LAI mainly decreased in the northern area with some scattered
pixels of LAI increase, while LAI barely changed in most of the southern area. Spatially,
some increased area of LAI was related to the forest, and the decreased area of LAI was
mainly located on the grassland. There was a decrease of 0.01 over Mongolia and an
increase of 0.01 over Inner Mongolia of China, averagely. However, in Inner Mongolia,
there was also an obvious LAI decline of 0.12 over the north of 45◦N, especially for the
transition area between forest and sparsely vegetated land. There are plenty of stock farms
distributed in this transition area, and the livestock density increased greatly in the past
decades, which contributed to the typical vegetation degradation of this area. In addition,
there were also some scattered pixels of significant LAI decrease in Inner Mongolia. There
was an obvious LAI increase of 0.07 averagely over the south of 45◦N, especially for the
southeast of Inner Mongolia, which was highly related to the agriculture development.
LAI of barren or sparsely vegetated land in the west of Inner Mongolia was also barely
changed.

The gradual changes in LAI reflected the effects of climate changes and large-scale
socio-economic factors on vegetation. Scattered pixels, especially with significant decrease
in LAI, indicated negative results of local anthropogenic activities, such as mining in
Mongolia and urbanization in Inner Mongolia.

3.2. Model Evaluation Based on Meteorological Observations

To validate the model, we first compared the meteorological observation data with the
simulated growing season temperature at 2 m (T2) and precipitation in the model resolution
from 2011 to 2018, as shown in Figure 3. The slope of correlation between simulated T2 and
observed T2 is 1.0801 (R = 0.9024, p < 0.001). The slope of correlation between simulated
precipitation and observed precipitation is 1.0967 (R = 0.8919, p < 0.001). Both of the
coefficients are close to 1 with a relatively small intercept, indicating that downscaling of
the climate model and the applied physical schemes had accurately reproduced the regional
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temperature and precipitation from 2011 to 2018. In addition, the sensitivity experiment
of SL1990s scenario based on the model could grasp the sensitive effects of land surface
changes. However, some dots deviated relatively far from the fitting line in Figure 3,
meaning that there were also discrepancies between the observations and simulations. In
comparison, the accuracy of simulated T2 was better than that of precipitation, and the
model overestimated precipitation in this study area. In addition to the errors of lateral
boundary forcing and/or intrinsic limitations of the model and parameterization, the
interpolation of observation data may also lead to this disagreement [53].
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3.3. Impact of Vegetation Changes on Temperature and Surface Energy Budget

Vegetation changes have an important influence on the local surface energy budget,
which is directly reflected in temperature variation. For the study area with arid and
semi-arid climate conditions, the effects of vegetation changes would be more sensitive.
Based on the simulated difference between the SL1990s scenario and SL2010s scenario with
the same initial/lateral boundaries from 2011 to 2018, the effects of vegetation changes
on growing season T2 and surface skin temperature (TSK) were extracted, as shown in
Figure 4.
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Based on Figure 4, the spatial pattern of differences in T2 was similar to the spatial
pattern of differences in TSK. However, the differences in TSK were about 2.1 times larger
than the differences in T2 in quantity, averagely. It suggests a major influence of local TSK
on T2 in this region. In north Mongolia, the local cooling effect (−0.2~−0.1 ◦C) and local
warming effect (0.1~0.2 ◦C) for T2 coexisted due to heterogeneity of vegetation changes
in grassland and forest from the 1990s to 2010s. Meanwhile, there was slight cooling
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(−0.1~0 ◦C) and slight warming (0~0.1 ◦C) for T2 over the barren or sparsely vegetated
land in the southeast and southwest Mongolia, respectively. Overall, T2 and TSK tended
to increase by 0.001 ◦C and decrease by 0.014 ◦C, averagely, in Mongolia, indicating the
offset effect of local vegetation changes on the temperature over the entire country. In Inner
Mongolia of China, there was a warming effect (0.1~0.3 ◦C) area in the mid-east and a
cooling effect (−0.5~−0.1 ◦C) area in the southeast for T2. The cooling area was consistent
with the vegetation greening area, spatially, while the warming area was mainly located in
the vegetation degradation area. Overall, T2 and TSK tended to decrease by 0.033 ◦C and
decrease by 0.100 ◦C averagely in Inner Mongolia due to land surface changes. Compared
with gradual changes, the prominent temperature changes over some scattered pixels
showed “heat island” effects.

Biogeophysical impacts of vegetation changes on temperature resulted from the energy
partitioning process of land surface. Variations of net radiation (RN), latent heat flux
(LH), and sensible heat flux (SH) between two scenarios were analyzed to illustrate the
mechanism of vegetation change on surface energy budget, as shown in Figure 5.
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Under the same climate background of 2011–2018, variations of RN in Figure 5a
resulted from changes in land surface characters and their atmosphere feedbacks, for
example, albedo and cloudy fraction, which were more heterogeneous. RN increased
by 0.08 W/m2 over Mongolia and increased by 0.03 W/m2 over Inner Mongolia, averagely,
suggesting more energy was absorbed by the land surface over the entire study area due
to land surface changes. However, changes in RN were less than those of LH and SH in
quantity. On the whole study area, the LH increased by 0.33 W/m2 and SH decreased
by 0.16 W/m2, averagely. For Inner Mongolia, the LH increased by 0.50 W/m2 and SH
decreased by 0.22 W/m2, averagely. While for Mongolia, the LH increased by 0.21 W/m2

and SH decreased by 0.12 W/m2, averagely. For the typical vegetation degradation area in
the east of Mongolia and mid-east of Inner Mongolia, LH decreased along with the increase
of SH. It indicated that reduced vegetation decreased the land surface LH, leading to higher
TSK and more heat distributed to SH. While for the typical vegetation greening area in
the southeast of Inner Mongolia, LH increased along with the decrease of SH. Vegetation
greening significantly increased LH, resulting in surface cooling and lower SH. The absolute
values of changes in LH and SH in most of these typical areas were over 2 W/m2, generally.
There was a relation of “as one falls, another rises” for LH and SH basically in Figure 5b,c,
which reflected the typical effect of vegetation changes.

3.4. Impact of Vegetation Changes on Moisture Cycling

Vegetation changes have a direct impact on land surface evapotranspiration and
further affect the regional moisture cycling. Meanwhile, changes in LH were also directly
related to vegetation transpiration. In the Noah-MP land surface model, ET was composed
of evaporation of intercepted water (ECAN), ground surface evaporation (ESOIL), and
transpiration (ETRAN). In this section, we analyzed the changes in ECAN, ESOIL, and
ETRAN between the two scenarios firstly, as illustrated in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Model-simulated differences in ECAN (a), ESOIL (b), and ETRAN (c) due to vegetation
changes in the growing season between scenarios of SL1990s and SL2010s.

There was an overall increase of ECAN in the southeast of Inner Mongolia, and an
overall decrease in the north of both Mongolia and Inner Mongolia (Figure 6a). This dis-
tribution was similar to that for ETRAN (Figure 6c) in different quantities. These spatial
variations were consistent with the distribution of LAI changes (Figure 2) rather than that of
precipitation (Figure 7a), indicating changes in ECAN and ETRAN were more affected by
vegetation changes than precipitation. Contrary to ECAN and ETRAN, the simulated differ-
ences in ESOIL decreased in the southeast of Inner Mongolia and increased in a large area
of northern Mongolia and northern Inner Mongolia, which were negatively correlated with
changes in LAI. For the typical area of vegetation greening in the southeast of Inner Mon-
golia, ECAN and ETRAN usually increased 0.1~0.2 mm/d and 0.2~0.4 mm/d, respectively,
while ESOIL decreased 0.25~0.5 mm/d, resulting in around 0.1~0.2 mm/d increase of total
ET. For the area of grassland degradation in the mid-east of the study area, variations of
ECAN, ESOIL, and ETRAN were more heterogeneous. For some typical vegetation degra-
dation pixels, ECAN and ETRAN usually decreased 0.1~0.2 mm/d and 0.2~0.4 mm/d,
respectively. With less vegetation coverage, ESOIL increased 0.2~0.4 mm/d. However,
total ET decreased around 0.1~0.2 mm/d.
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Different from ET, precipitation was more affected by large-scale climate processes,
such as monsoon, circulation, etc. So, spatial variations of precipitation in Figure 7a did not
agree with changes in LAI on the whole, suggesting the influence of local LAI on precipi-
tation was limited. Despite overall disturbance, ET increase in small areas did not bring
precipitation locally and vice versa. Under the combined influence of precipitation and
local ET, soil moisture also changed with certain spatial characters as shown in Figure 7b,
which was important for vegetation growth in the arid and semi-arid regions. For the
southeast area of Inner Mongolia, soil moisture decreased by around 0.01 mm/d, and there
was a more obvious decrease of about 0.03 mm/d in a small area of mid-western Inner
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Mongolia. Soil moisture decrease over these two areas mainly resulted from the increase of
local ET rather than changes in precipitation. For the other area of Inner Mongolia and most
areas of Mongolia, changes in soil moisture were spatially more associated with variations
of precipitation. For instance, soil moisture of the mid-south area of Inner Mongolia did
not decrease correspondingly with the increase of ET due to effective moisture supplement
by precipitation. These results suggested that precipitation still plays an important role in
soil moisture in most areas, and some areas would be at potential risk of drought as the
increase of ET and decrease of precipitation.

4. Discussion
4.1. Land Surface Changes in Mongolia Plateau

By using long-term satellite records from the 1990s to 2010s, we investigated the land
cover changes including both land use conversions and vegetation cover changes across
the Mongolia Plateau. Our results showed that the two dominant land-use conversions are
from sparsely vegetation to grassland and cropland, respectively, across both Mongolia and
Inner Mongolia from 1992 to 2018. This conclusion was consistent with previous studies of
land use changes in this area [26,39,59]. Besides the land use changes, we also observed
wide vegetation cover changes across the Mongolia Plateau, but with significant spatial
heterogeneity. Beneficial from the ecological protection projects and the efforts to improve
the ecological environment [17], the satellite observed obvious vegetation restoration in
the middle south and eastern south of Inner Mongolia. However, the LAI decreased
in the transition zone of forest and grassland on the west side of the Greater Khingan
Range, which can be explained by the human disturbances by replacing the forests with
cropland [60]. In addition, the land use conversion from grassland to cropland contributed
to the LAI increase across the agro-pastoral ecotone in southeastern Inner Mongolia.

While in Mongolia, both vegetation browning and greening were observed during
the period from the 1990s to the 2010s. Vegetation greening was shown in areas where
the barren or sparsely vegetation has been improved to grassland, whereas the vegetation
browning was shown in the northern part of Mongolia. As reported by John et al. [61],
the vegetation cover changes in Mongolia were mainly influenced by climate changes
instead of human activities. Therefore, the vegetation response to climate changes is
highly dependent on the climate anomalies during the study period. For instance, the
vegetation over the eastern border regions of Mongolia and Inner Mongolia of China
showed slightly vegetation browning from the 1990s to the 2010s in our study. For the
same area, the vegetation cover decreased from 1982 to 2018 [53], however, significantly
increased from 2001 to 2017 [29]. These vegetation cover anomalies were highly correlated
with the precipitation anomalies, suggesting precipitation plays a more important role in
determining the vegetation activities in the semi-arid regions. Even though, socio-economic
impacts on vegetation changes were also the important driving factors, such as distance
to urban/built-up areas, fire, and livestock density [62–64]. Compared to climate changes,
these anthropogenic drivers affect vegetation on a local scale, which would be related to
the scattered LAI decrease in Figure 2.

4.2. Influence of Land Cover Changes on Regional Climate

In response to both human activities and climate changes, land cover changes can
further feedback on climate systems by altering the energy, moisture, and momentum ex-
changes between land surface and atmosphere [21,27,38]. Land cover changes involve both
the conversions between different land use categories and the vegetation cover changes.
Previous studies documented that land use changes can significantly modify the local
and regional climate, such as urbanization, afforestation, and paddy expansions [30,31].
Changes of vegetation greening/browning can regulate the surface temperature and water
budgets [29]. Meanwhile, magnitudes of these impacts showed significant discrepan-
cies at different latitude and moisture environments, seasons, and even among different
ecosystems [53,62]. Some studies only focused on one typical land use change, such as
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desertification, as well as its effects on regional climate across the Mongolia Plateau. Our
study comprehensively estimated the climate impacts of land surface changes including
both the land use type and vegetation changes in this area. Satellite observed land sur-
face changes were coupled with the regional climate model to study climate responses.
Our results found that significant vegetation restoration in the southeastern and middle
southern regions brings significant ET cooling during the growing season. In contrast, in
the vegetation degradation areas such as the eastern border regions of Mongolia, surface
warming was observed due to inhibited ET. The specific results were basically consistent
with Xue et al. [21] and Yu et al. [6].

From the perspective of moisture transportation, LAI increase/decrease contributes
to synchronous ECAN and ETRAN increase/decrease, while opposite ESOIL variations
across the Mongolia Plateau were observed. These characteristics were consistent with
the results from the Loess Plateau of China [6]. Unlike the temperature, our results also
showed the simulated precipitation increase/decrease did not totally correspond to the
LAI increase/decrease. As a result, the precipitation variation caused by vegetation cover
changes showed more spatial heterogeneity than the LAI changes. As reported by previous
studies, the increased vegetation growth may reduce the soil moisture as the enhanced
ET cannot be compensated by the increased precipitation in the arid regions [62,65]. In
this semi-arid region, we found that increased vegetation growth did bring water risks by
reducing soil moisture in some areas, such as the southeast Mongolia Plateau. In contrast,
as the ET was inhibited in some vegetation degraded regions such as the eastern border
area of Mongolia, and the water cycling cannot be well activated, a similar water deficit was
simulated. Although the land surface showed opposite changes in these two typical regions,
the soil moisture responses showed the same signs. It means that the water responses to
the land surface changes in this semi-arid region are much more complex. So, targeted
vegetation restoration strategies should be proposed in future environmental protection
programs.

In addition, we found the land surface hydrothermal characteristics across ecotones
were most sensitive to climate changes, including agriculture and forestry ecotone, agri-
culture and animal husbandry ecotone, and forest animal husbandry ecotone. The land
surface feedback also implied that interactions between surface and atmosphere in these
ecologically vulnerable regions should also be concerned.

4.3. Uncertainties and Future Works

In this study, we used the sensitivity analysis based on regional climate numerical sim-
ulations to estimate the impacts of vegetation cover changes on regional temperature and
precipitation. Although most of the objectives of this study have been achieved, there are
still some limitations that should be addressed for a better understanding of the interactions
between land surface changes and atmosphere in the semi-arid areas. First, through com-
paring with other studies, we found that the grassland vegetation cover changes showed
different signals in different periods, and as a result, the associated climate feedbacks
showed different characteristics, correspondingly. In this study, we used sensitivity analy-
sis to evaluate the climate impacts from land cover changes without considering the climate
background anomalies. Therefore, the results presented here and the background climate
anomalies should be combined to understand the land surface responses to climate changes.
In addition to LAI, vegetation change also results in changes in surface roughness length,
which influences surface turbulence, and further local temperature and evapotranspiration.
Effects of roughness length change in aerodynamic resistance or momentum flux should be
considered to comprehensively understand thermal and moisture response to land surface
changes.

Second, Xue et al. [21] revealed that grassland degradation in Inner Mongolia brought
local warming effects, which was consistent with our results. However, Xue et al. [21] also
revealed that grassland cover changes can also influence the precipitation pattern of its
adjacent regions and even southern China. Our work in this study only considered the local
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and regional climate impacts from land cover changes in the Mongolia Plateau, without
estimating the teleconnections from land cover changes on its adjacent and other regions,
which should be further evaluated in future works.

Finally, although the climate pattern simulated by the regional climate model was
validated by the observed air temperature and precipitation, the climate impacts from
land cover changes should be further verified by in situ observations and multi-models.
Moreover, these sensitive impacts from land surface changes in this study should consider
the influences of long-term climate changes [66], rather than a certain period of climate
background.

5. Conclusions

By using long-term time-series multi-source satellite records and the state-of-the-art
regional climate model WRF, this study investigated the climate feedback to the observed
land surface changes from the 1990s to 2010s in the arid/semiarid Mongolia Plateau.
Land use changes show that large areas of barren or sparsely vegetated lands have been
revegetated due to anthropogenic agricultural activities or climate changes. Meanwhile,
vegetation destruction also appeared locally, especially in the middle-east of Inner Mongolia.
Overall, the area of grassland and cropland has increased by 2.48% and 8.55%, respectively,
while the area of barren or sparsely vegetated land has reduced by 2.34%. There was a
LAI decrease of 0.01 over Mongolia and LAI increase of 0.01 over Inner Mongolia of China
averagely. For Inner Mongolia of China, there was an obvious LAI decline of 0.12 and LAI
increase of 0.07 over north and south of the 45◦N, respectively.

Based on the simulated difference between two land surface scenarios with the same
initial/lateral boundaries in the 2010s, the vegetation greening area indicated a local
cooling effect spatially, while the warming effect was mainly located in the vegetation
degradation area. Because of the typical vegetation degradation, LH tended to decrease
over 2 W/m2 along with the increase of SH over 2 W/m2 obviously in the east of Mongolia
and mid-east of Inner Mongolia. While due to the typical vegetation greening, LH tended to
increase over 2 W/m2 along with the decrease of SH over 2 W/m2 in the southeast of Inner
Mongolia. Accordingly, ECAN and ETRAN increased 0.1~0.2 mm/d and 0.2~0.4 mm/d,
respectively, and ESOIL decreased 0.25~0.5 mm/d, resulting in around 0.1~0.2 mm/d
increase in total ET for the reason of vegetation greening. In contrast, these hydrological
factors showed an opposite character and similar in quantity as a result of vegetation degra-
dation. Results of soil moisture changes over the study area suggested that precipitation
still plays an important role in soil moisture for most areas, and some areas would be at
potential risk of drought as the asynchronous increase of ET and precipitation.

This study focused on the heterogeneous land use and vegetation cover changes and
their different effects regionally on hydrothermal factors in the arid/semiarid Mongolia
Plateau. It suggested that much more attention should be paid to interactions between land
surface and atmosphere in these vulnerable regions in policy making and planning due to
new vegetation changes in recent years.
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//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/rs14122947/s1, Figure S1: Land cover changes from 1992 to 2018.
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